
Modernize your calling 
and meetings with 
Microsoft Teams
How to rethink your  
enterprise voice system
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A future-ready phone system for 
the fast-emerging future of work
The pandemic has changed everything:  
How we live, how we work, how we communicate
In the space of just three weeks in the spring of 2020, 
the percentage of employees working from home 
doubled from 31% to 62%. For many, working from 
anywhere – blending some days in the office with 
other days working at home – is here to stay. 

To make your work-from-anywhere model a success, 
your organization needs a modern, cloud-based 
enterprise voice (EV) platform. Microsoft Teams 
delivers secure messaging, voice calls and meetings – 
an entire workplace ecosystem that lets your people 
collaborate, communicate and stay productive 
wherever they are (and from any device).

This guide is your Microsoft Teams crib sheet,  
drawing on Avanade’s years of enterprise voice 
experience to help you discover the money-saving, 
collaboration-enhancing benefits of Microsoft Teams  
for voice and meetings.

145 million: 
number of Microsoft Teams daily active users

https://news.gallup.com/poll/339824/pandemic-affected-work-life.aspx
https://mspoweruser.com/microsoft-teams-now-has-145-million-daily-active-users/


The transformative Teams capability 
you’re not capitalizing on
It’s time to take Teams seriously as your enterprise phone system
More and more organizations are harnessing the 
benefits of Teams to improve their collaboration  
and communication. But some have yet to seize  
the potential of Microsoft Teams as an enterprise  
voice platform that can completely replace your 
phone system. 

Microsoft Teams gives you PBX capabilities without 
the complicated and expensive legacy on-premises 
equipment. And it’s significantly easier to manage in 
a hybrid working world, thanks to integrated analytics 
and cloud-based tools.

You can even say goodbye to the desk phones  
(yes, the same phones that have sat in empty offices 
unused and collecting dust). And if you want to keep 
your legacy Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) phones – 
no problem. Microsoft Teams now supports many of 
those too through its recently announced SIP gateway.
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Now more than ever, organizations 
need a modern, secure, cloud-based 
communications platform



Teams has all the features your organization needs

Simplified call management
• Direct routing enables integration with your 

existing telecommunications providers, 
connecting their Session Initiation Protocol  
(SIP) trunks to Microsoft Teams.

• Use Auto Attendant to answer calls and quickly 
route them through Teams’ cloud-based phone 
capabilities. Set rules to route calls according  
to time, language or availability.

• Embrace call queue functionality to provide 
custom greetings, design an on-hold experience 
and set up voicemail.

Extensible features and functions
• Contact center integration enables connection 

with leading contact center software.

• Accessibility and translation support is provided 
through meeting transcription and multi-
language subtitles.

• Microsoft calling plans allow for the creation  
of new phone numbers or porting of existing 
phone numbers, available in 18 countries.

• A growing range of supported Microsoft Teams-
certified devices deliver a consistent experience.

Work-from-anywhere ready
• Cloud voicemail provides access to messages  

and transcriptions anywhere from any device.

• Cloud compliance recording enables simple,  
swift integration with third-party compliance 
recording solutions.

• Audio conferencing flexibility, through options 
to join from the app, browser or via a dial-in 
number, is included in every meeting.
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Why now is the time to 
modernize your voice platform
OK, so by now you know you need to modernize your communications. 
After all, more than four out of five office workers want to continue working 
from home even after the pandemic is over. Let’s look at some common 
migration scenarios and explore the ways Microsoft Teams can help. 

Your employees want  
modern tools and services
Teams helps you stay ahead of your employees’ 
expectations. Hybrid and remote working depends  
on mobility – consolidating all communications into  
a single solution is a win for everyone, including  
facilities managers needing to rearrange hundreds  
of desks. What’s more, users are now accustomed  
to and comfortable working remotely with headsets. 

Now is the perfect time to modernize your 
telephony and replace legacy phone systems  
before the office reopens.

Legacy tech is holding you back
Outdated, legacy PBX-based communication 
platforms are constraining your business’s innovation 
and leading to inflated costs. Microsoft Teams can 
reduce enterprise voice costs by a significant margin 
compared to PBX legacy hardware and contracts. 
It delivers a communications and collaboration 
experience that can adapt and scale according  
to how your organization works today – not an 
outdated model of office work from decades ago. 

Microsoft Teams provides an all-in-one solution 
to rip and replace your outdated platform. 
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https://www.theguardian.com/business/2020/aug/05/uk-office-workers-slower-to-return-to-their-desk-after-covid
https://www.microsoft.com/en-us/microsoft-365/blog/wp-content/uploads/sites/2/2019/04/Total-Economic-Impact-Microsoft-Teams.pdf


Why now is the time to 
modernize your voice platform

You already use Microsoft 365
Streamline the number of tools and platforms you 
use by adopting Microsoft Teams. You need to 
consolidate platforms and modernize your modern 
communications estate due to capability and/or costs 
by leveraging your existing investments in Microsoft 365. 
The net effect is a potential boost in productivity but 
a reduction in the costs and inefficiencies caused by 
using disparate systems.

Teams integrates seamlessly with other 
applications in the Microsoft 365 suite.  
Your employees will feel instantly at home  
in the Microsoft 365/Teams ecosystem.

Your contract’s up
You have a contract renewal approaching – what are 
your options? Your organization might not want to 
tie itself to a legacy telephony platform contract for 
another three to five years of costly maintenance. 
What’s more, there’s a strong chance you’re already 
using Microsoft 365 enterprise license packages like 
E3 or E5 – if so, you’re already paying for Microsoft 
Teams for voice and meetings (or can be, for a small 
increment). That’s why it makes sense to expand your 
entire phone system to Teams to take advantage  
of new collaboration technologies and solutions.

Leveraging the capabilities in your existing 
licensing model with Microsoft can reduce  
the cost of your voice and meetings platform.

You’re worried about security
Microsoft Teams offers team-wide and organization-
wide two-factor authentication, single sign-on through 
Active Directory, and encryption of data in transit and at 
rest. Teams is designed and developed in compliance 
with the Microsoft Trustworthy Computing Security 
Development Lifecycle (SDL). Microsoft Teams secures 
all voice data, encrypting it while in transit and at rest.

You, your clients and your employees are more 
secure with Microsoft Teams.
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Your Teams EV  
business case checklist
Ensure you’re creating the most powerful pitch for your migration by 
embracing these compelling Teams voice benefits in your business case: 

Cost reduction 
• Consolidation of your voice circuit and platforms

• Savings on Telecom Expense Management (TEM)

• Cost offset through centralized on-net voice traffic 

• Direct Inward Dialing (DID) consolidation

•  Centralized multiple disparate phone  
and meetings platforms 

• Reduced operational support

Modernized ways of working
• Enhanced endpoint apps and devices 

• Analog device modernization

•  Modern conference rooms –  
lower-cost video devices
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Avanade is the #1 Microsoft 
Teams Deployment Partner 
for deploying and managing 
Microsoft 365 and Teams



How to construct your 
Teams voice roadmap
Congratulations. You’ve made a wise decision to move to Microsoft Teams. 
But how do you get started? If you have thousands of employees and 
multiple complex challenges to overcome, the process of migrating 
to Teams can be daunting. For a smooth journey and a successful 
deployment, follow the four steps below.

1. Assessment and preparation
Take stock of your current UC environment  
and connectivity
• Review your existing voice estate and create 

baseline site survey data.

• Evaluate your bandwidth capacity according  
to best practices for telephony and cloud-based 
voice systems.

Establish your design requirements  
and modernization strategy
• Next, develop a detailed Teams voice design  

and requirements strategy. 

• Address analog device modernization to  
reduce your legacy costs.

2. Deployment and change 
Global routing deployment
• Consider how to design and deploy global voice 

routing, through Microsoft Calling Plans, local  
or centralized Session Border Controllers (SBCs) 
with direct routing or Direct Route as a Service 
from your carrier.

• During this stage, explore how to integrate  
with any legacy environments.

Organizational change management
• Determine how best to enable the switch  

to Teams across your organization. 

• Review the impact of Teams for voice on 
employee experience before approaching 
adoption programs. 
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How to construct your 
Teams voice roadmap
3. Remote work and velocity migrations
Remote user pilot and deployment
• Deploy a pilot program for a small cohort of 

remote users to validate the technical capabilities 
of the solution.

• Then move on to a full deployment for all users.

• Create an accelerated deployment timeline  
to enable remote/work-from-anywhere users. 

Rapid return to the office post-pandemic 
• Plan and execute remote surveys for all  

global sites. Validate the data exported from 
legacy solutions and capture the required 
configurations and device requirements.

• Prioritize deployment (and legacy  
solution retirement) based on your  
office reopening schedule.

Accelerated deployment 
• Execute deployments on an accelerated  

timeline, rolling out onsite equipment  
to fully convert each site to Teams voice  
while removing legacy solutions.

4. Set yourself up for long-term success
Let Avanade Managed Services take the strain
• Once deployed, activate Avanade Managed 

Services for ongoing post-migration  
operational support.

• Our experts will take care of the day-to-day, 
letting you focus on adding value to the  
business and improving the workplace  
experience for employees.

“When we’re in high-pressure 
situations where we need to do 
something impossible, we turn 
to Accenture and Avanade.”
Alexander Min 
CIO, Jacobs Douwe Egberts
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Client story:

Modernizing calling, empowering work 
from anywhere with Microsoft Teams
Following the lockdowns caused by COVID-19,  
a global HR services supplier urgently needed  
to transform its telephony system and empower 
remote working. Avanade stepped in to help the 
company migrate an initial cohort of 4,500+ users  
to Microsoft’s Teams for voice over four weeks. 
Following the Teams implementation, the organization now benefits from  
greater resilience, agility and responsiveness, and is far better prepared  
for potential disruption in the future.

Results
• Modernized telephony at speed: Aging PBX hardware and contracts  

were replaced in just six weeks – a project that would ordinarily take  
six to 12 months. 

• Lower overall costs: The company has replaced a costly legacy PBX voice  
system and moved to the more cost-effective Microsoft Calling Plan.

• A full remote working capability: Employees can now work,  
collaborate and communicate from anywhere on any device.



We’re here to help –  
whether you need to:
Turbocharge your Teams voice transformation
Leverage the Avanade Teams Voice Planning Assessment

Our Teams Voice Planning Assessment is designed to help you plan your move  
to Microsoft Teams for voice with confidence. Our proven best practices will help 
you create a Teams roadmap that includes an architecture, implementation and 
migration plan.

Features include:

• Development of a high-level Teams Phone System design 

• Recommendations and best practices for Teams Phone System deployment

• Implementation plan to transform employee experience through  
next-generation collaboration capabilities

• Delivered in a condensed timeframe, taking place over a  
two-to-four-week duration

Learn more about the benefits our Teams Voice Planning Assessment can deliver.

Maintain your modernization momentum
Managed Services to help your Teams voice deployment thrive 

Our bespoke Teams Voice Managed Services solution sets you up for success  
with a comprehensive, end-to-end offering embracing everything from technical  
and performance optimization through to ongoing cost rationalization and broader  
legacy technology displacement, adoption programs and change management. 

Features include:

• Analytics to improve Teams utilization and productivity 

• Access to scalable, 24/7 support services 

• Ability to measure and capture telemetry about your Teams environment

• Support to scale adoption and analysis around how users are embracing Teams 
– including identification of routes to unlock even more value

Find out more about Avanade’s Managed Services for Microsoft Teams.
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Contact us to learn more or visit www.avanade.com

About Avanade
Avanade is the leading provider of innovative digital and cloud services, business solutions and design-led experiences on the Microsoft ecosystem. Our professionals 
bring bold, fresh thinking combined with technology, business and industry expertise to help make a genuine human impact on our clients, their customers and 
their employees. We are the power behind the Accenture Microsoft Business Group, helping companies to engage customers, empower employees, optimize 
operations and transform products, leveraging the Microsoft platform. Avanade has 43,000 professionals in 25 countries, bringing clients our best thinking through 
a collaborative culture that honors diversity and reflects the communities in which we operate. Majority owned by Accenture, Avanade was founded in 2000 by 
Accenture LLP and Microsoft Corporation. Learn more at www.avanade.com

©2021 Avanade Inc. All rights reserved. The Avanade name and logo are registered trademarks in the U.S. and other countries. Other brand and product names are trademarks of their respective owners.

Europe
London
Phone +44 0 20 7025 1000
europe@avanade.com 

North America
Seattle
Phone +1 206 239 5600
america@avanade.com

South America
Sao Paulo
avanadebrasil@avanade.com

Asia-Pacific
Australia
Phone +61 2 9005 5900
asiapac@avanade.com
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